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A 10-b, 500-MSample/s CMOS DAC in 0.6 mm
Chi-Hung Lin and Klaas Bult

Abstract—A 10-b current steering CMOS digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) is described, with optimized performance for
frequency domain applications. For sampling frequencies up to
200 MSample/s, the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is
better than 60 dB for signals from dc to Nyquist. For sampling
frequencies up to 400 MSample/s, the SFDR is better than 55 dB
for signals from dc to Nyquist.

The measured differential nonlinearity and integral nonlinear-
ity are 0.1 least significant bit (LSB) and 0.2 LSB, respectively.
The circuit is fabricated in a 0.35-�m, single-poly, four-metal, 3.3-
V, standard digital CMOS process and occupies 0.6 mm2. When
operating at 500 MSample/s, it dissipates 125 mW from a 3.3-V
power supply. This DAC is optimized for embedded applications
with large amounts of digital circuitry.

Index Terms—CMOS analog integrated circuits, digital–analog
conversion, matching, mixed analog–digital integrated circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE pressure to reduce cost in mass market communi-
cation devices such as cable modems and digital cable

set-top boxes has created a need for embedded high-speed
high-resolution digital-to-analog converters (DAC’s). With the
ability to integrate analog circuits with memory and digital
signal processing (DSP) circuits on the same die, CMOS tech-
nology is poised to meet that challenge. In the past 20 years,
much research has been devoted to DAC’s [1]–[8] optimized
for time domain applications, such as high-resolution displays
for computer graphics and high definition television (HDTV).
These DAC’s were mainly focused on dc linearity, settling
behavior, and glitch energy performance. When used to syn-
thesize sinewaves in frequency-domain applications, however,
their spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) performance is
typically not sufficient for broad-band applications.

As an example, a simplified architecture of a cable modem
headend transmitter is shown in Fig. 1. The cable modem
system consists of multiple channels, where each channel con-
tains a digital modulator and a DAC. The channels can have
different digital modulation schemes, for example, quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) or quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK). Without a high-speed, high-resolution DAC, these
modulation functions must be implemented in the analog
domain, which generally results in relatively poor quality
signals.

When multiple channels are combined simultaneously, it is
very important that the DAC’s meet a minimum SFDR, or
signals in one channel will be corrupted by spurious com-
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ponents from other channels. Therefore, the major challenge
for designing DAC’s for frequency domain applications is to
obtain largewidebandSFDR. Fig. 2 shows an example of a
16-QAM spectrum for cable modem upstream signals. The
transmitted signal frequencies range from 5–65 MHz. The
specification of the multimedia cable network system (MCNS)
requires the (aliased) harmonics to be at least 47 dB below the
fundamental signal. Experimental results have shown that this
number translates into an SFDR of more than 52 dB for a
single tone sinewave. That is a difficult requirement to meet
for DAC’s operating at high signal frequencies.

The goal of the DAC reported here is to obtain true 10-bit
performance (SFDR 60 dB) for signals from dc to Nyquist,
for sampling speeds up to 200 MSample/s. For embedded
applications, use of standard digital CMOS processes and a
small chip area is a must. The chip area of this DAC is 0.6
mm in a 0.35 m, single-poly, four-metal, 3.3 V, standard
digital CMOS process.

Sections II and III discuss the advantages and shortcomings
of binary-weighted DAC’s and thermometer-coded DAC’s, re-
spectively. Section IV compares the area requirement for these
binary-weighted and thermometer-coded DAC’s. Section V
deals with the optimization of the architecture for minimum
area. Section VI shows circuit implementation and layout
issues. Section VII presents results from measurements, and
Section VIII summarizes the conclusions.

II. BINARY WEIGHTED DAC

Fig. 3(a) shows a conceptual circuit of a 10-bit binary-
weighted DAC. The digital inputs directly control the switches.
The current sources associated with the switches are binary
weighted. The advantage of such a binary-weighted DAC is its
simplicity, as no decoding logic is required. There are several
major drawbacks, however, which are all associated with
major bit transitions. At the mid-code transition (0 111 111 111

1 000 000 000), the most significant bit (MSB) current
source needs to be matched to the sum of all the other
current sources to within 0.5 LSB’s (least significant bits).
This is difficult to achieve. Because of statistical spread, such
matching can never be guaranteed. Therefore this architecture
is not guaranteed monotonic. Matching is an issue for all bit
transitions, but the severity of the problem is proportional
to the weight of the bit, resulting in a typical differential
nonlinearity (DNL) plot as shown in Fig. 3(b). In addition, the
errors caused by the dynamic behavior of the switches (such
as charge-injection and clock-feedthrough) result in glitches
in the output signal as shown in Fig. 3(c). This problem is
most severe at the midcode transition, as all switches are
switching simultaneously. Such a midcode glitch contains
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. DAC’s for cable modem applications.

Fig. 2. 16-QAM spectrum including an aliased harmonics 47 dB below the
fundamental.

highly nonlinear signal components, even for small output
signals and will manifest itself as spurs in the frequency
domain.

III. T HERMOMETER CODED DAC

Fig. 4(a) shows an example of a 10-bit thermometer-coded
DAC. There are unit current sources. Each unit
current source is connected to a switch controlled by the signal
coming from the binary-to-thermometer decoder. When the
digital input increases by 1 LSB, one more current source
is switched from the negative to the positive side. Assuming
positive-only current sources, the analog output is always
increasing as the digital input increases. Hence, monotonicity
is guaranteed using this architecture.

In addition, there are several other advantages for a
thermometer-coded DAC compared to its binary-weighted
counterpart. First, the matching requirement is much relaxed:
50% matching of the unit current source is good enough for
DNL 0.5 LSB, as shown in Fig. 4(b). At the midcode,
a 1-LSB transition (0 111 111 111 1 000 000 000), causes

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Matching and glitch problems of a binary-weighted DAC.

only one current source to switch as the digital input only
increases by one. This greatly reduces the glitch problem.

On top of that, glitches hardly contribute to nonlinearity
in the thermometer-coded architectures. This is because the
magnitude of a glitch is proportional to the number of switches
that are actually switching. So for small steps, the glitch is
small, and for a large step, the glitch is large. Since the
number of switches that switch is proportional to the signal
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. Matching and glitch advantages of a thermometer-coded DAC.

step between two consecutive clock cycles, the magnitude of
the glitch is directly proportional to the amplitude of the signal
step. As an example, Fig. 4(c) shows that the glitch in the
output signal of a step of 4 LSB’s has exactly the same shape
and duration as the glitch in the output signal for a 1 LSB
step and it is exactly 4 larger in amplitude. If the glitch is
strictly proportional to the signal step, it will not cause any
nonlinearity in the DAC output signal.

To discuss this point in further detail, consider Fig. 5. A
sinewave signal is shown, where is the digital input at
sample and is the analog output at sample. For each
sample , consists of two parts.

1) The nonshaded part is nonswitching, defined by the
current sources that have already been on during the
previous sample . The value of the nonswitching
part is equal to , where “ ” is the nonswitch-
ing unit current source and is the value of the
digital input signal in the previous clock cycle.

2) The shaded part is switching, equal to
, where “ ” is the switching unit current source and

is the difference between the current
and the previous values of the digital input signal. For
a thermometer-coded approach, both “” and “ ” are
constant and independent of the signal step. Therefore
the total analog output function , which is equal to
the sum of the nonswitching part and the switching part,
can be expressed as follows:

(1)

With “ ” and “ ” constant and independent of ,
is only linearly dependent on and although it

produces slight filtering of the signal, distortion due to
glitches is reduced to zero.

One major drawback of the thermometer-coded DAC is
area, since for every LSB this architecture needs a current

Fig. 5. Linear output function for a thermometer-coded DAC.

Fig. 6. MATLAB simulations for thermometer-coded versus
binary-weighted DAC.

source, a switch, and a decoding circuit, as well as the binary
to thermometer decoder.

IV. A REA COMPARISON

To compare the area requirements of binary-weighted and
thermometer-coded architectures, a MATLAB simulation was
performed. First, 1024 normally distributed unit current
sources were generated, with a mean of 1 LSB and a
standard deviation of 0.02 LSB’s. The same current sources
were used for simulating the binary-weighted as well as
the thermometer-coded architecture as shown in Fig. 6. For
the thermometer-coded approach, 1024 cells were generated,
with each cell containing one current source. For the binary-
weighted design, ten cells were generated. The first 512 current
sources were grouped into the MSB cell, then the next 256
current sources into the (MSB-1) cell, the next 128 current
sources into the (MSB-2) cell, etc. To obtain insight into the
DNL and integreal nonlinearity (INL) performance of these
two architectures, 100 MATLAB simulations were performed
and DNL and INL were computed for each run for both
cases. Fig. 7 shows the 100 MATLAB simulation results for
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Fig. 7. One hundred MATLAB simulation results for thermometer-coded versus binary-weighted DAC.

Fig. 8. RMS of 100 MATLAB simulation results for thermometer-coded versus binary-weighted DAC.

both cases. It is clear that the INL behavior is very similar
for both cases. However, their DNL behavior differs greatly,
especially at midcode.

To get a better view of these results, Fig. 8 shows the root
mean square (rms) of these 100 simulation results. The INL
values are virtually identical and the peak values are very
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TABLE I
AREA REQUIREMENT FORBINARY-WEIGHTED AND THERMOMETER-CODED DAC

close to the theoretical values of , where
the factor 0.5 comes from the fact that the INL curve was
fit to zero at both ends of the curve. With -LSB,
this results in an INL of 0.32-LSB. The DNL value for the
thermometer-coded approach is very close to thevalue of
0.02-LSB’s as expected. However, the DNL value for the
binary-weighted design shows a dramatic difference compared
to its thermometer-coded counterpart. The midcode DNL value
for the binary-weighted design is as high as 0.64-LSB or 32,
which again matches very well with the theoretical value of

.
From Fig. 8 we can clearly see that, with the same analog

area, the rms INL for both cases are very similar and close
to 16 , while the DNL for the thermometer-coded approach
is equal to and the DNL for the binary-weighted design is
equal to 32 . These results are summarized in Table I.

The above results are being used to make area estimates for
both architectures, based on equal INL and DNL performance.
As a first-order approximation, the relationship between area
and is given by [9]

Area (2)

So, if is the minimum required area to obtain a
DNL LSB for the thermometer-coded architecture,
the required analog area for the binary-weighted design would
be . With respect to INL, both architectures require
the same area. For an INL requirement of INL LSB,
the total required analog area would be . These
requirements are also summarized in Table I.

V. SEGMENTATION

Usually, to leverage the clear advantages of the
thermometer-coded architecture and to obtain a small
area simultaneously, a compromise is found by using
segmentation. The DAC is divided into two sub-DAC’s,
one for the MSB’s and one for the LSB’s. Thermometer
coding is used in the MSB where the accuracy is needed
most. Because of the reduced number of bits in this section,
the size is considerably smaller than a true thermometer-
coded design. The LSB section can either be done using
the binary-weighted or the thermometer-coded approach.
We will refer to a fully binary-weighted design as 0%
segmented, whereas a fully thermometer-coded design is
referred to as 100% segmented. This section discusses the
minimization of chip area, under the constraints of true 10-bit
dc performance, while simultaneously trying to optimize the

Fig. 9. Normalized required area versus percentage of segmentation.

frequency domain performance. To this extent the optimum
amount of segmentation is investigated.

Fig. 9 shows the normalized required area versus percent-
age of segmentation. Based on DNL performance only, the
minimum analog area for 100% segmentation is and the
minimum analog area for 0% segmentation is
(see Table I). On a logarithmic scale, the minimum analog
area requirement as a function of segmentation will form a
straight line connecting the above mentioned points, as shown
in Fig. 9. Since the INL behavior (Fig. 8) is dependent only
on the total analog area, it is independent of the amount of
segmentation and shows up as a horizontal line in Fig. 9.

So far, we focused on analog area only. As discussed in
Section III, the thermometer-coded section requires decoding
logic for each current source. If is the required area
for the digital decoding logic per current source, the total
digital area equals , where is the number
of bits in the MSB section. On a logarithmic scale, the area
of decoding logic as a function of segmentation is a straight
line as shown in Fig. 9. The relative position of this line with
respect to the analog area requirements is dependent on circuit
implementation and technology.

As we increase the percentage of segmentation, the required
total area is first dominated by the DNL requirement, then by
the INL requirement, and finally by the decoding logic. Often,
the system requirements for INL are more relaxed than for
DNL. If the INL requirement were to be relaxed by a factor
of 2, the required analog area will be reduced by a factor of
4. This is an important fact that needs to be taken advantage
of when designing the DAC. So, if the system requirement
is DNL LSB and INL LSB, the required
analog area versus percentage of segmentation is as indicated
by the shaded line in Fig. 9. For minimum area, the flat part
of this curve would be optimum and the total area would be
determined by the INL requirement.

Without other criteria, any point along the flat part of
the curve would be equally good for area and INL. Going
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Fig. 10. THD versus percentage of segmentation.

toward more segmentation, however, would improve the DNL
performance. As discussed in Section III, thermometer coding
has additional advantages with respect to glitch performance.
As soon as the segmentation is less than 100%, glitches
will contribute to distortion, particularly at higher frequencies.
Every additional bit in the LSB section will increase the
distortion by 2 , as is shown in Fig. 10. Combining the results
of Figs. 9 and 10, we can conclude that under the condition
of minimum area, the best total harmonic distortion (THD)
performance would be obtained at the “optimal point” in
Fig. 9. At that point, area is still minimum, INL performance
is according to the specification and DNL is even better.
The THD is reduced to the minimum possible under these
constraints. If needed, the THD can be further improved, but
only at the cost of extra area. As we can see from Fig. 9, at
the optimal point, the total analog area is equal to the total
digital area.

This macro-level observation can actually be extended to
the cell level. At the optimal point, the total area is dominated
by the thermometer-coded MSB section. So in first-order
approximation, the number of decoding circuits is equal to
the number of current sources. This means that also at the cell
level, the analog area equals to the digital area.

VI. A RCHITECTURAL CHOICES AND CIRCUIT DESIGN

A. Unit Current Cell

Fig. 11 shows the circuit of one unit current cell. It consists
of an analog part and a digital part. The analog part consists of
a differential switch and a cascoded current source. The digital
part consists of a decoding logic and a latch. The decoding
logic is equivalent to anAND–OR gate function and the latch
is essential for timing synchronization, as all the current cells
should switch at the same time.

B. Optimum Segmentation

To optimize the design of the DAC to the optimal point
as indicated in Fig. 9, the following steps where used in the
design process.

1) The digital decoding logic is designed and laid out first.
2) The analog part of the cell is designed and matched in

size to the digital part.

Fig. 11. Current cell.

Fig. 12. Block diagram: “8 + 2” segmentation.

3) Based on the area of the transistors in the current
source, the matching accuracy is estimated using data
well described in the literature [9].

4) Using the matching estimates and the yield requirements,
the maximum number of bits in the LSB section is
determined.

Using the design procedure outlined above, we determined
that the maximum number of bits in the LSB section is two and
therefore, the number of bits in the MSB section equals eight.

C. Block Diagram

Fig. 12 shows the block diagram for the “ ” segmen-
tation. The digital inputs are first clocked into input registers.
Then the first four MSB’s are column decoded, the next four
bits are row decoded, and the final two bits are sent to the
decoding logic for the 2-bit LSB section. The LSB section
is also implemented fully segmented. There are 256 cells in
the main matrix and four cells in the small matrix. As the
segmentation is implemented as “ ,” the current source
value in the main matrix is equal to 4 LSB’s while the current
source value in the small matrix is equal to 1 LSB.

D. Biasing Scheme

Fig. 13 shows the biasing scheme for the cascoded current
sources. An external resistor is used to generate the reference
current. The NMOS sections of the biasing circuits are labeled
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Biasing scheme.

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Randomization and dummies.

as “global biasing” while the PMOS sections are labeled as
“local biasing.” In the actual implementation, the global bias-
ing is realized using a common-centroid layout to reduce ef-
fects of gradients. The local biasing is separated into four quad-
rants. There is no direct connection between any two quadrants
as shown in Fig. 13(b). This will improve both DNL as well
as INL performance as explained later in Section VII-B.

E. Randomization and Dummies

Although breaking up the biasing of the main matrix into
four quadrants is very helpful, the gradients within each
quadrant still could effect the INL behavior. To solve this
problem, the order of the columns and rows were shuffled, as
shown in Fig. 14(a). Two layers of dummy cells surrounding
the active cells were added as shown in Fig. 14(b) to avoid any
boundary effects. This was done to make sure all the active
cells experience exactly the same environment.

VII. M EASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Chip Micrograph

Fig. 15 shows the chip micrograph. Two direct digital
frequency synthesizers (DDFS’s) are integrated onto the same
die with the DAC. In this way, either single tone or two-tone
test can be performed. The technology used is a 0.35m,
single-poly four-metal, 3.3 V, standard digital CMOS process.
The active area of the DAC, as shown in Fig. 15, is 0.6-mm.

Fig. 15. Chip micrograph.

B. Measured Current Source Values

Fig. 16(a) shows a three-dimensional plot of the measured
current source values at their actual location in the layout. As
the main matrix is generating the 8 MSB’s, the value of each
unit current source is equal to 4 LSB’s. As the plot shows, the
measured values are very close to 4.0 LSB’s and the fluctuation
around that value is small (0.1 LSB). A gradient from rows
1–8 can be clearly recognized, however, along with a sudden
jump between rows 8 and 9. This jump is caused by the way
the biasing was split up into four quadrants, basically causing
row 9 to be realigned with row 1. The importance of that is
shown in Fig. 16(b). This figure shows measurements taken
from a second chip, in which the biasing was not split up
into four quadrants. The same gradient can be observed as in
Fig. 16(a), but no realignment is found between rows 8 and
9. The result is that the gradient has an effect twice as strong,
causing the DNL to be 0.2 LSB’s instead of 0.1 LSB’s as it
is in Fig. 16(a).

C. Measured DNL and INL

The measured DNL and INL data are shown in Fig. 17.
The measured DNL value is 0.1 LSB, and the measured INL
value is 0.2 LSB. This clearly shows the advantage of the row
and column randomization and the splitting of the biasing into
four quadrants.

D. Sinewave Spectra

The most important performance aspect for the applications
mentioned in the introduction is spectral purity. A measured
sinewave spectrum for MSample/s and
MHz is shown in Fig. 18. The SFDR is 73 dB. The sinewave
spectrum for MSample/s and MHz is
shown in Fig. 19. The measured SFDR is 60 dB. The sinewave
spectrum for MSample/s and MHz
(almost Nyquist) is shown in Fig. 20. The SFDR is still better
than 51 dB.

E. Sinewave Performance Summary

Many measurements like those of Figs. 18–20 have been
performed. These measurements are summarized in Fig. 21,
where the measured SFDR is plotted versus the normalized
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Measured current source values.

Fig. 17. Measured DNL and INL.

signal frequency, . In the graph, is
the Nyquist frequency. For MSample/s, this value is
25 MHz, and for MSample/s, it is 250 MHz. As is
shown, for sampling frequencies up to 200 MSample/s and sig-
nals from dc to Nyquist, the measured SFDR is better than 60
dB. For sampling frequencies up to 400 MSample/s and signals
from dc to Nyquist, the measured SFDR is better than 55-dB.

F. AGC Function: Measured SFDR Versus

Cable modem applications require an automatic gain control
(AGC) function to be added to the DAC output signal. This
was obtained by varying the input bias current, , of
the DAC. A measurement of SFDR as a function of
was performed at MSample/s and
MHz with fixed loading resistance. The results are shown in
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Fig. 18. Sinewave spectrum forFs = 100 MSample/s,F
sig = 8 MHz.

Fig. 19. Sinewave spectrum forFs = 300 MSample/s,Fsig = 100 MHz.

Fig. 22. The circuit was designed for a bias current of 400
A, in the middle of the curve. Decreasing the bias current

decreases the SFDR because the effective gate-source voltage
( ) decreases and threshold voltage mismatch becomes
more dominant. Increasing the bias current will also decrease
the SFDR since the output compliance will be reached due to
the increasing output swing. As is shown in Fig. 22, the flat
spot is more than an octave wide and could be used without
any degradation of the SFDR. If an SFDR of 60-dB can be

tolerated, however, an AGC range of over 20-dB may be
obtained in this way.

G. Measurement Summary

All measurements are summarized in Table II. The maxi-
mum sampling frequency is 500 MSample/s. The output swing
is 2 V differential into a 75 load. At 500 MSample/s,
the analog part and the digital part draw 18 mA and 20 mA,
respectively, from a 3.3 V power supply.
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Fig. 20. Sinewave spectrum forFs = 500 MSample/s,F
sig = 240 MHz.

Fig. 21. Sinewave performance summary.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

The thermometer-coded architecture is shown to have su-
perior spectral purity at high sampling speeds, especially
for output frequencies approaching the Nyquist frequency. It
has also been shown that, based on area minimization only,
a very flat minimum exists allowing for a high degree of
segmentation. The optimum segmentation found in this design
used eight thermometer-coded bits in the MSB section and
2 bits in the LSB section. It was shown that a tradeoff exists
between good SFDR performance at high frequencies and area.

A 10-bit DAC was implemented in a 0.35m, single-poly,
four-metal, 3.3 V, standard digital CMOS process, occupying
0.6-mm . For MSample/s, this design shows an
SFDR better than 55-dB, even for signals close to Nyquist.
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Fig. 22. AGC function: measured SFDR versusIbias.

TABLE II
MEASURED PERFORMANCE
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